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A Secure IoT System Using Quantum Cryptography with Block Cipher
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In our days Iot technology used in a wide aspect of life and became an important topic for researchers in the
scope of the technologies. Although all these benefits it needs more security and stays have security intimidation,
such as data breaking or channel attacks via eavesdroppers and viruses, especially when the people used IoT for
long distance for example for city or country, etc. or even using IoT to transfer secret information about things
in big offices, for this reasons needed to use a method which increases IoT security and protection our special
data. In this paper, we will use the internet of things IoT with quantum key distribution (QKD) and block
cipher RC6 algorithm, where QKD is the science and art of using the quantum mechanical effect to perform
cryptographic tasks and generates a secret key. Also, we need to overcome the loss of information which occurs
because the information transition effected by noise or outside operators when using quantum cryptography,
so the optimal solution is using the quantum bit error rate (QBER) to produce a more safe way for quantum
communication among things in IoT techniques. QBER is done by using servers to correct error after sending a
key for decryption method by another server to decrypt information using RC6 block cipher algorithm, during
creating a secret key we need to calculate quantum correct probability and compare the result with threshold
suggested and agreed by the servers.
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1. Introduction

The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the con-
nection of various devices and objects via the Internet wire-
less or wire. This technology has wide popularity which
increased quickly, because it is used for several purposes,
such as education, communication, business expansion,
home or building automation, and smart transportation
[1, 2]. IoT transfers information among several devices in a
network, so the possibility of exposure this information to
attack and hacking has high probable [3], wherein network
security an attacker and eavesdropper try to destroy, mod-
ify, steal, monitor, or get unauthorized access for special
people information this represent a substantial challenge
in IoT. To overcome this challenge, many security algo-
rithms and different method to generating keys used for
encrypting and decrypt information among the parties, this

paper proposed a method of using quantum computing
which transfers data by photons via the fiber-optic channel,
it has property non-cloning because cloning the state of
the photon is impossible [4], and if there is eavesdropper
access to information the photon will change itself directly
[5]. This work will use quantum key distribution (QKD)
to generate a private key this method is also called BB84
protocol, which creates a series of qubits randomly with a
length according to the encryption algorithm proposed in
this paper. Also used method QBER that refers to correct
the error by comparing the number of wrong values to the
all list value and re-transfer information after removing the
error from QKD [6]. Then we used RC6 block cipher to
encrypt and decrypt information, where a symmetric block
cipher uses 128 plaintexts and cipher text [7].
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2. Internet of Things (IoT)

The increase of the internet’s importance and is ubiquitous,
made IoT is not a network for connecting computers only
but also for connecting other devices that different in size,
shapes, and types [8]. So that we can say that IoT refers to
a network of varied devices rather than similar devices [9],
see Fig. 1. IoT works from low level to top-level approach
[10], it consists of four layers: perception layer, which gath-
ers information about the connected smart devices and
transfers it to the next layer, this layer represents a sensor
device which has main challenges that collected informa-
tion can be under the effect of the attack; network layer it
collected the information from the sensors and transfer it
to the upper layer, the eavesdropping in this layer is de-
pending on the type of data transferred and the media that
used for connecting among devices, the middleware layer
will received data from the network layer, it used for links
the system to the database, processing and storage the data.
Finally application layer used to process and manage data
from the middleware layer, and providing quality service
to the final user but it also suffer from the mainly problem
in the operation of sensitive data, for instance illegal access
to data Fig. 2 illustrate IoT layers. Attackers can used vul-
nerabilities points in order to intruder on the systems to
obtain important data and modify it [11–13].

Fig. 1. IoT Layers.

3. Quantum Key Distribution(QKD)

Famous technology of quantum cryptography is QKD
which depending on the photon to generate a key and
transfers data via a quantum channel which represents as
fiber optic channel or optical free space, when monitoring

Fig. 2. Generation secret key by QKD diagram.

the photon is changing its state immediately, so the break-
ing process for QKD is not hard but it impossible [14, 15].
There are other properties for QKD is no-cloning this meant
it difficult to take a copy of the state of a photon [5], this
work used BB84 protocol that is a QKD detected in 1984 by
Bennett and Brassard. BB84 protocol generates a random
key between two persons depending on the polarization of
the photon to record the state of the photon which called
a qubit ( in quantum theory bit called qubit it can be 0
and 1 at the same time) and then translate it to a normal bit
based on the photon polarize, see Table 1 below for instance
where h, v, rcp, and lcp represent horizontal, vertical, left
circular, right circular polarization respectively [16, 17].

4. Error Estimation Using Quantum Bit Error Rate

Despite the importance of quantum cryptography (QKD)
for transpose information long-distance but it stays under
the effect of the error which occurred either because of the
noise or the hackers, for this reason, we need to calculate
QBER. Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) is defined as the
percentage of the error that occurs in the key during trans-
mission, the accuracy of QBER effected on the efficiency of
the system when transform information [18, 19]. If quan-
tum cryptography (BB84) is designed properly it will be
easy to discover the presence of an eavesdropper, when
the eavesdroppers gain more information the higher error
rate will be [20–22]. After calculating QBER it will compare
with the threshold that agreed between two-party connect-
ing if it under 11% this means no eavesdropper can get a
key [23].

QBER = nwrong/(Ls + nwrong) (1)
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Table 1. Quantum Key Distribution - BB84 protocol.

Sequence of bits 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

(1)
A’s bit 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

A’s source basis D R R R D D R D R D R D
A’s polarization |rcp〉 |v〉 |h〉 |h〉 |rcp〉 |lcp〉 |v〉 |lcp〉 |h〉 |lcp〉 |v〉 |rcp〉

(2) B’s dectetor basis D D R R R R R D D R D D

(3)
B’s measurement |rcp〉 |lcp〉 |h〉 |h〉 |h〉 |v〉 |v〉 |lcp〉 |lcp〉 |v〉 |rcp〉 |rcp〉

B’s bit 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
(4) B report basis D D R R R R R D D R D D
(5) A’s response Y N Y Y N N Y Y N N N Y
(6) Shared secret key 1 - 0 0 - - 1 0 - - - 1

where Ls is the number of correct bits detections and nwrong

represents the number of error bits detections in the re-
ceived series.

5. Rivest Cipher 6 (RC6)

RC6 is a block cipher algorithm with a symmetric key, it de-
signs to meet the requirement of AES. The size of plaintext,
ciphertext, and the key is 128 bit, it has a simple diagram
explain the steps of this algorithm and has three param-
eters r=20round b=16 byte, and w=32 bits also it has six
operations [24].

6. Proposed Work

Can anyone imagine what happens if the internet of things
has widespread in our world? What happens with our
personal information and special our life? The hackers ev-
erywhere and they can steal our information. For these
reasons we suggest in this paper a new protocol to over-
come the eavesdropper, Fig. ?? below shows the main steps
to implement this work. In this paper, we suppose there is a
company that has two servers (1 and 2) one provides a key
for the Encryption process and another for the Decryption
process so they work as proxy servers, the next segment
has three branches: key generating, key authentication, and
protocol steps [24, 25].

6.1. Quantum Key Generation (QKD)

To generate a random sequence of bits (0,1), server1 gener-
ates randomly a sequence of bases, also called filters (× +)
which then convert to a sequence of polarization represents
by angles (0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦), where (0◦ and 45◦) represent bit
(0) and (90◦ and 135◦) represent bit (1), the servers choose a
threshold (θ) in a condition that it must not exceed then 0.5
and compare θ with the probability of the correct polarize
to ensure if they get the desired key or not. The server1
generates a random sequence from filters ( |, /, \, - ) with

length L, the series of the bases of each bit which used as
filters for rectilinear and diagonal directions (×, +) respec-
tively also with length L, and a polarization according to
this filter in four directions (0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦). The base
sequence is sent via a quantum channel to server2.

Ψ =
Pz
L
× 100%, True i f Ψ ≥ θ (2)

Where Pz is the number of correct bases polarization. If
Ψ is less than θ, server 1 will repeat sending the bases
until the condition is satisfied and generate a required key,
Fig. 3 shows the key generation process. Serve1 will send
the secret key to workstation A for the encryption process
and server 2 send the secret key to workstation B for the
decryption process, both sending’s jobs are via a cloud
through fiber-optic or optical free space.

Because a key generated randomly, someone can ask
what’s level of random we can get? How we can measure
the randomness of the secret key? We can do that by using
one of several methods and the most simple and significant
is the entropy method which is used to measure the degree
of key randomness. Fig. 4 gives the result of randomness
in key and protocol, show that when entropy is close to one
in coordinate y the randomness will increase this satisfies
the condition of entropy.

6.2. Key Authentification

How the server1 and server2 know that they connecting
without any accidental or willful damage? The need for
authentication is fundamental demand in all algorithms
of cryptography, it is required that both servers used an
initial short piece of secret bits (such as a few hundred
bit), so that they will have the ability to recognize each
other through their communications and run of the pro-
tocol. When successful first QKD process, they can use
a section of the secret key that generated previously for
future authentication in other protocol runs see Fig. ??.
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Table 2. Generate secret key results for five executions with different length.

Quantum key length QBER Time to generate secret key in second
128 bit 0.0605 0.0130 sec
256 bit 0.1335 0.00451 sec
512 bit 0.2515 0.00659 sec

1024 bit 0.5095 0.0876 sec
2048 bit 1.0125 0.0160 sec

Fig. 3. Measure method randomness using entropy: a for all protocol and b for secret.

6.3. Protocol Steps

We know there is a multi-users need to use the IoT in a
smart company; so that the proposed protocol used to trans-
fer information in safety way according to the following
steps:

• Step 1: Sensors will collect confusing information from
the different devices.

• Step 2: Processing this information to get pure data by
processors.

• Step 3: Creates a secret key using the QKD protocol.

• Step 4: Distributes a secret key by cloud, server 1 sends
a secret key to workstation A and server2 to worksta-
tion B.

• Step 5: Encryption of the data from step 2 by worksta-
tion A using the RC6 algorithm.

• Step 6: Sends the encrypted data to clouding comput-
ing.

• Step 7: Arrives the encrypted data via clouding com-
puting to the workstation B that decrypts data using
RC6 decryption algorithm and the secret key.

• Step 8: Information arrives at every person who needs
it.

7. Conclusion

From this work we have the results:

1. Using QKD made it hard to break a secret key because
of the properties of quantum computing.

2. Using QKD (BB84) protocol gives a different key with
every execution, this means given a different key for
every request for devices in the IoT.

3. Provide authentication protocol.

4. Using RC6 to encrypt the important information
which meets the requirement of AES and is driven
from RC5, made this information safe and it difficult
to stolen or modified by the hackers.

5. Using quantum bit error rate QBER gave the ability to
decrease the error which occurred during the transfer
of the key between two servers.

6. The new protocol is a symmetric block cipher.
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Fig. 4. The proposed steps diagram.

Fig. 5. Authentication of Proposed Method.

Future vision :

1. It can in the next work use the quantum repeater (QR)
to decrease error during the transformation of data

2. Use quantum gateway with IoT instead of the ordinary
gateway.
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